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ANALOGUES OF ARTIN'S CONJECTURE
BY

LARRY JOEL GOLDSTEIN^)
Abstract. Based on heuristic, a general conjecture is made, which contains
Artin's primitive root conjecture as a special case. Special cases of the general conjecture are verified using the generalized Siegel-Walfisz theorem. It is shown that the
general conjecture can be considered as an infinite-dimensional analogue of the
Tchebotarev density theorem.

1. Introduction. In 1927, Artin conjectured that the set A of rational primes p
for which a given rational integer a is a primitive root has a Dirichlet density A(a).
It is easily seen that if a = ± 1 or = a square, then this density exists and has the
value zero. Artin conjectured that for all other a, the density has a strictly positive
value. It is known (Hasse [5], Hooley [6]), that a is a primitive root modulo p
if and only if/? does not split completely in each of the extensions

where q is a rational prime and £„ is a primitive 17throot of unity. If A:is a positive,
square-free integer, and if we set Lk = Q(ik, allk), n(k) = at%{Lk¡Q), then the
quantitative part of Artin's conjecture (Hooley [6]) states that

(1.1)

/<(*)= 2 mWM*)
k

where /u.denotes the Möbius function and the sum runs over all integers, «(1)

being equal to 1.
Recently, Hooley [6] has shown that Artin's conjecture would follow if one
assumes the Riemann hypothesis for the Dedekind zeta function of each of the
fields Lk. In fact, the Riemann hypothesis implies the existence of the corresponding
natural density. Hooley's proof is accomplished by showing that the Riemann
hypothesis implies a "uniform prime number theorem"—that is, a formula for
the number of prime ideals of norm at most x in Lk such that the error term in the
formula is small and the dependence of the error on k is explicit.
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The same heuristics which lead to Artin's conjecture suggest the following:
Conjecture. Let S be a set of rational primes. For each q e S, let Lq be an algebraic number field. Let k denote either 1 or a positive, square-free integer. For

k>\, define Lk to be the composite of all Lq for q\k; set LX= Q. Denote n(k)
= deg (LJQ), and assume that 2(1/«(A:)) converges, where the sum is over all
those k for which n(k) is defined. Then the natural density of the set sé of primes
p which do not split completely in each Lq exists and has the value 2* /*(£)/"(&)•
If S is a finite set, then the conjecture is easily established using the prime ideal
theorem. If S'={all rational primes} and Lq=Q(iq, a11"),aeZ, then the conjecture
is equivalent to Artin's conjecture. If S={all rational primes} and Lq=Q(£q'),
r^2, then the conjecture has been proved by Knobloch [7] (only for Dirichlet

densities and for r=2) and by Mirsky [8].
In the present paper, we will prove certain special cases of the above conjecture.
Although we cannot prove the Artin conjecture, we will be able to treat the case
Lq = ô(£„2, a11"), aeZ. Our main theorem can be interpreted as a Tchebotarevtype density theorem for certain infinite, normal extensions of Q.
The author owes a great debt to many people who have inspired and given helpful advice during the preparation of this paper. Especially, he would like to thank
Dr. Oscar Goldman, in whose course on algebraic number theory the author first
learned of Artin's conjecture. Thanks also go to Drs. Tamagawa, Schacher, Randol,
and Steinberg, who patiently attended my seminar at Yale University and listened
to the paper in a nascent state.
Some of our results were announced in [3].
2. Statement of results. Let S be a set of rational primes. For q e S, let Lq be a
finite, normal, algebraic number field. Throughout, let k be either 1 or a positive,
square-free integer, divisible only by primes in S. For k > 1, let Lfc= the composite

of all Lq for which q\k; let L±= Q. Let Gfc= the Galois group of LJQ, n(k) =
deg(Lfc/ß). Let
sé = sé({Lq}, S) = {p a rational prime | p does not split completely in Lq, q e S}.

We will prove
Theorem 1. Assume that ¿,= Ö(W for almost all q. Then sé has a natural
density d{sé), given by

m
«*-m¡
(k)

Therefore, the conjecture is true ifX,=> Q(tq*)for almost all q, and LJQ is normal

for all q.
Theorem 2. Let S={all rational primes), Lq=Q(£qt, a1"1),aeZ.
ifa^a square.
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The situation of Artin's conjecture is an example where Lq3>ô(£,2) for almost all
q. However, by assuming the Riemann hypothesis for the Dedekind zeta functions
of the fields Lk, one can prove a generalization of Hooley's theorem, namely
Theorem 3. Assume the Riemann hypothesis for the Dedekind zeta function ofLk.
Then the conjecture is true ifL,¡=>Q(t,q, a11"),a e Z,for almost allq.
Let n(x, sé) = the number of p e sé such that p ^ x. Then we will prove
Theorem 4. Let the family of algebraic number fields {Lq}be as above. Then

,.

-n{x,sé)
«-.»o x/logx

srn(k)
■£*n(k)

hm sup -——- ^ > í-ttv
The fundamental tool in the proof of these theorems is our generalization of the
Siegel-Walfisz theorem [4, Main Theorem], hereafter referred to as [SW]:
Theorem [SW]. Let L be an algebraic number field, ir{x,L) = the number of
primes <pof L such that Ntp^x, and let e>0. Then there exist constants b = b(e),
c = c(e), not depending on L, such that

\tt(x,L)-H(x)\

S Dx log2 xexp{-bn(logx)m/£>},

where

/,(*)= jIiog?
d = the discriminant ofLjQ,

n = deg(L/ß),
D = n3\d\ecn.

3. Proofs of Theorems 1 and 3. This section will be mainly devoted to proving
Theorem 1. The proof of Theorem 3 is similar, so that we will only indicate the
role that the extended Riemann hypothesis plays in the proof of Theorem 3.
Our object, then, is to show that if Lq=>Q((,qz) for almost all q, then

tt(x, sé) = d(sé)li(x) + o(x/log x),

x ->- oo,

where d{sé)-^k (fj.(k)ln(k)). If Lq= Q for some q, then sé is empty and d(se)=0
by a simple computation. Therefore, without loss of generality, we will assume that

Lq^Q for all q. Let S0={q e 5 | Lqj>Q{tqi)}.Let us make the following definitions:
N(x, £) = the number of primes p ^ x which do not split completely in Lq, q^i,

qeS,
P(x, k) = the number of primes p ^ x which split completely in Lk\Q (by convention, Li = Ö, so that P(x, l) = the number of p¿¡x),
M{x, (lt £2)=the number of primes p^x which split completely in some L„
If p^x splits completely in ô(£sa)> then P=i (modq2) =>q^x112. Therefore, if
p ^ x splits completely in Lq, either q e S0 or q ¿ x112=>tt(x, sé) = N(x, x112)for x

sufficientlylarge.
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As in [6],,we see that for Ç1<£2èx112,

(3.1) 7r(x,sé) = N(x, f0 + 0(M(x, $u &)) + 0(M(x, £a, x1'2)),

x -> oo,

where the O-term constants do not depend on x, i1( i2. Set i2 = 0ogx)2. Choose

ii = iiW so that
(3.2)

sup

fcSexp(2{!)

(3.3)

sup

log \dk\ Ú log x,

n(k) ^ ^ log log x,

Jcgexp(2fi)

(3.4)

£i(x) -> oo as x -> oo,

(3.5)

exp(2|1) è log*,

where ¿4 = the discriminant oí LJQ, and /I is a constant to be fixed later, subject
only to the condition that it be sufficiently small.
Let us first show that with the above choice of fx and £2, the O-terms of (3.1)
are o(x/log x). We trivially have

(3.6)

Af(je,flff¿á

2

P^^)'

?1<«SÍ2

(3.7)

M(x, Í2, x1'2)g

2

A*»?)'

Î2<ÎS*1'2

(3.8)

P(x,q)S

2

L

p = l(mod«2)

But,

2

!a<qSxV

(3.9)

2^2*

P = l (moda^pg*

a2(>S;<r;{2<a

^ x

2

a"2

{2<íS)íll2

^ 5x/£2 = o(x/log x),

x -> oo,

for some constant 5. Thus, M(x, f2, x1'2) = o(x/log x), x->oo. By the BrunSelberg sieve [9, p. 44], the sum of (3.8) is at most Cxl<p(q2)log (x/q2) for C a
positive constant not depending on x or q, and where <p= Euler's totient function.
Thus, for x sufficiently large,

M(x, (u &) g Cx 2

foK?8)
lo8 (*/?*)]_1

íl<«á?2

(3.10)

^ , 9L s 2
= o(x/log x),

«P(<72)-1
x -> oo,

since ii->oo, and since 2a «Ktf2)-1 converges. Therefore, by (3.11), (3.9) and
(3.10), we obtain

(3.11)

tt(x, sé) = N(x, iO + o(x/log x),
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It remains for us to study jV(x, &). One easily sees that

(3.12)

N(x,^)=^*Kk)P(x,k),
k

where the summation is over all k whose prime factors are á iiWe will write tt(x, k) instead of -n(x, Lk) in what follows. Let 7t'(x, k) = the number
of primes <pof Lk such that Ncp^x and such that <pis of absolute degree 1 and un-

ramified in Lk¡Q. Set -n"(x,k) = -n{x,k)—ir'(x, k). Note that n'(x, k) = n(k)P(x, k).
The primes counted in n'(x, k) either ramify in Lk\Q or are of degree > 1. Thus,
since the ramified primes divide dk,

(3.13)

tt"(x, k) g 2 log \dk\+n(k) 2

1 á 2 log \dk\+n(k)x112.

P2£x

Denoting #0>) = 2páy l°S/>> a classical theorem of Tchebycheff asserts that
d{y)^2y. But, in the sum of (3.12), we consider only square-free k whose prime
factors are S (v Thus, for any k present in (3.12), we have

k Ú exp (*(&)) ^ exp (2&).
Therefore, by (3.2), (3.3), and (3.5), for k appearing in (3.12), n"(x, k)£2x112 log x.
Therefore, for k appearing in (3.12),
tt(x, k) = n{k)P{x, k) + 0(x112 log x),

x -> 00,

and

since 2/c nik)'1

converges. But, by (3.11),

(3.14)

„(x,s*) = Z*^k)^k)

Let o0

+ o(xl\ogx),

x-00.

be given. Then, by [SW], there exist constants b = b(e), c = c(e), indepen-

dent of k, such that
|tt(x, k)-li(x)\

^ Dx log2 x exp {-¿>«(log x)1,2/£>},

D = n(k)3\dk\ecnik).

Without loss of generality, assume c> 1. If k ^ exp (2^), then equations (3.2)-(3.5)

imply that
(3.15)

D è (log x)e(A log log x)3(log x)Aloec.

Choose A so that A log c < e. Then k ^ exp (2^) implies that
(3.16)

\n(x, k)-li(x)\

Ú clX(\og x)2 +3£ exp (-c2(log
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where ct (/= 1, 2) are independent of k. Setting e= 1/12 and inserting the estimate

(3.16) in (3.14), we get

n{x,sé) = 2* j^Vi(x) + 0(x expi-CzilogxY'W + oixllogx)
= *(*) T

^

+ °(x exP (~c^oë

= li(x) 2* ^y + °(xl\og X),
n(k)
k

xY'^ + oixßog x)

X -> CO,

since 2fc n(k)_1 converges. But 2* certainly includes all terms for which k^ &. The
terms for which k>£1 give an error of o(x/logx) since 2jc"(&)_1 converges and
£i -> co as x -> oo. Thus,

w(x,sé) = li(x) y

^J-+o(xllogx)

= li(x)d(se) + o(xßogx),

which proves Theorem 1.
Let us now sketch the proof of Theorem 3. Let notations be as above. Then,
n(x, sé) = N(x, x). If £i < fa < f3 Ú x, then

tKx.jjO = N{x, ei) + 0(M(x, flf ¿2))+ 0(M(x, |2, f3))+ 0(M(x, f8, *)),
where the O-term constants do not depend on x or f( (/= 1, 2, 3). Let ^ be defined
by (3.2)-(3.5). Set £a=xlla log-2 x, Ç3= x112log2 x. Using the same reasoning as
[6, pp. 211-212], we see that M(x, £2, £3)= o(*/log x), M(x, ¿¡3,x)=o(xfiogx).

By the extended Riemann hypothesis [6, p. 218]
tt(x, k) = li(x) + 0(n(k)x112 log2 x),

where the O-term constant does not depend on k. Therefore,

Mix,I, &) £ 2

^

= //(*) 2

»W+O^log^Pfel))

{l<«aÎ2

= o(x/logx).
Therefore, tt(x, sé) = N(x, ^) + o(xjlog x). From this point the reasoning proceeds
as in the proof of Theorem 1.

4. Proof of Theorem 2. Our proof of Theorem 2 is modelled on the calculations
in [6, §6]. Since Lq= 8(£«2. allq), we clearly have Lk=Q(t,k*, am). Let us compute
n(k). Let Mk = Q(ik2), r=the largest integer such that a is an rth power, kx=k¡{k, r).

Then
(4.1)

(4.2)

deg(Mk/ô)

= ?»(A;2),

degíLJM,)!^.
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Set k1 = m deg (LkIMk), where m is square-free. For q prime, q\k, sq=
deg {Mk(allq)¡Mk) is either 1 or q and s^k^m). Therefore, if q\m, sq = 1 =>a1'4 6 Mfc
=>9 = 2 since Mk\Q is abelian =>w= 1 or 2. If A:is odd, then m= 1. Assume that A:
is even and let 0=0^2, with fi^ square-free. Then m = 2 o aï'2 e Mk.
Lemma 4.1. a\12 e Mk o a^k.

Proof. If öTi|Ä:,then Q((±a1)ll2)<=Mk for some choice of sign. But k is even, so
that (-1)1'2 e A4. Therefore, Q{a\'2)^Mk. If ai'2 e Mk, and 0^, then a ramifies
in the extension MJQ, so that q\k. Since ai is square-free, ax\k. Therefore,

Lemma4.2.
deg (Lk/Affc)= Ati/2 i/fc wen, a^fc,
= ¿!

otherwise.

Using equation (4.1) and Lemma 4.2, we see that

Proposition 4.3.
n(k) = kcp(k2)l2(r,k) ifk is even, a^k,
= kcp(k2)l(r,k)

otherwise.

By Theorem 1, d(sé) = ^k (n(k)/n(k)). Let us break the computation of d(sé) up
into two cases. Assume that a^a square.
Case 1. Û! odd. In this case, the first case of Proposition 4.3 holds o k = 0
(mod 2ax). Therefore,

d{sé)= 2

fc= 0(mod2ai)

2jT%^+ 2
«WC

)

fct0(mod2a1)

«gfe?
«WC

J

y
Kk)(r, k) ^ ^(/:)(r, k)
fc.oÄ**, M*2) +f M^2) '
The second sum can be written

n hiFö]n h-^]In the first sum, let k = 2\ax\j, j square-free. Then the first sum equals

K2 |fli |)(r, 2at)

y

Áj)(r,j)

2W<p(4|ai|2)M,ébml Mft

_ M2MXr,2fli) v

r

J_1

r-r |\_!_1

" 2|fl1|9>(4|a1|2)Qta4tr L1 q2(q-l)\ Ja¿qírV
An easy calculation now shows that

(4.3,

*o . ewTTj, -^]

i(n, [1-^]
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where

(4.4)

c(a)= \Lg|2ai;Q|r
n <?(<?-')
n ?a(?-i)l"
«|2ai;8f
J
L(2\ai\)+
n (í2-^-1) <j|2ai;<¡ti"
n (<73-<?2-i)lL
Q|2ai;9|r
J

It is easy to see that C(a) + 0, so that Theorem 2 is verified in case a=0, 1,3 (mod 4).
Case 2. a2 even. In this case, the first case of Proposition 4.3 holds o a:s 0
(mod |ai|). Reasoning as in Case 1, we see that

,4.5, „co- «ji,

[i-j^si tin, [■-^4

where

c(a)=[ n ?(?-Dn í^-dI"
(4.6)

-9|ai;9|r

«lai :q

Ui«ii)+
n (<72-<?-i)
n (i3-?2-i)iL
5loi:a|r
ulajiatr
J
Again one verifies that C'(a)^0
proof of Theorem 2.

and hence that d(se)^0.

This completes the

5. Connection with Serre's theory. In the following paragraph, we will demonstrate the connection between our main theorem and some recent work of Serre
[10, 1-19—1-29]on Tchebotarev's density theorem. It will turn out that Theorem 1
is a "Tchebotarev-type" density theorem for a certain infinite, Galois extension
of Q. Let us first summarize Serre's theory.
Let X be a compact topological space, p' a Radon measure on X. Let xu x2, ■■■
be a sequence of points of X. We say that the sequence is /x'-equidistributed if, for
each continuous function/having
compact support on X, we have

/*V)= urnI 2 /(^)Proposition 5.1 (Serre [10, p. 1-19]). Suppose that the sequence {xn} is ¡j.'equidistributed. Let U^X be such that boundary (U) has p measure 0. Denote by
n(x, U) the number ofxt e U, i^x. Then

BmÜÖ^Ö= AU).
If U is only ¡x'-measurable, then

lim
supHÎZJÙ
g ¿(U).
X-*a>
X
Let G be a compact group and let X be the space of conjugacy classes of G.
Topologize X with the strongest topology such that the projection map G^> X
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is continuous. Let /x be the Haar measure on G such that ti(G) = 1. Let ti' be the
measure on X induced by ¡x. Then, for Kc X, ¡j.\V)=¡ji(r)'\V)).
A simple test for
equidistribution of a sequence on X is given by

Proposition

5.2 (Serre [10, p. 1-20]). A sequence i?(Xi),??(x2),... of elements

of X is (i'-equidistributed o for every nontrivial, irreducible character x of G> we

have
1

n

lim - 2 x(Xi)= 0.
n-»oo n j^Tj
Let L be a (finite or infinite) Galois extension of the algebraic number field K.
Then G = Gal (L/K) is a compact, totally-disconnected group. Let /x be the Haar
measure on G such that ii(G) = 1. Assume that only finitely many primes p of K

ramify in L. Then, for almost all p, the Artin symbol {{L¡K)¡p)is defined. If C^G,
denote by n(x, C) the number of p such that Npfíx,
Propositions 5.1 and 5.2, one can deduce

Theorem 5.3 (Tchebotarev-Serre

({L¡K)lp) e C. Then, from

[10, 1-8]). Let C<=G be invariant under inner

automorphisms of G and assume that Boundary (C) has [¡.-measure 0. Then

Hm=feg-f*
Jc

*-.*, x/log *

In what follows, we will show that Theorem 1 is essentially a statement of
Theorem 5.3 for particular C and G with the following two differences: (1) In our
situation, L/K will be ramified at every prime, so that ((LjK)l<p) may not be well
defined. (2) Boundary (C) will not generally have /¿-measure 0. The first difficulty is
easily remedied by redefining the Artin symbol so that it is always defined. The
second difficulty is not superficial, however. For, if the above theorem were true
without the condition on Boundary (C), then one could trivially establish the Artin
conjecture. Actually, very little is known about the situation where Boundary (C)
has positive measure. Theorem 5.3 is proven by showing that the sequence {o9},
o„,=r)(((LIK)lp)) is /Li'-equidistributed on X. One then appeals to Proposition 5.1 to
get the conclusion. If, in Proposition 5.1, one removes the condition on Boundary (U),
then the conclusion is, in general, false. For example, one can construct a
Cantor set C of positive measure on R/Z and a sequence {zn}which is equidistributed
on R/Z such that zn$C for all n(2). It appears that any characterization of the sets
C for which Theorem 5.3 holds (using a suitable generalization of the Artin
symbol) would be of great consequence in analytic number theory.
Let us now interpret Theorem 1 as a "Tchebotarev-type" density theorem. Let us
consider a family of fields {Lq}qsS,satisfying

(1) Lq¿Q,qeS,
(2) 2k !/«(£) converges,
(3) LJQ a normal extension.
(2) This example was pointed out to me by Burton Randol.
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Let L be the composite of all Lq. Then L is a Galois extension of Q, having a
compact, totally disconnected Galois group G. Let X, /x, ¡i have the same meanings
as above. Let Hk^G be the open subgroup corresponding to Lk, i.e. GjHk = Gk
= Gal (LJQ). Let C=G —{JqHq. Then C is a compact subset of G, invariant
under conjugation by elements of G. Set C=t)(C).

Lemma5.4. ¡cdn' = Jtkf¡.{k)¡n{k).
Proof. Since C is invariant under conjugation by elements of G, r¡~1(C) = C.
Therefore, jc dp = §c dp. Let r be a positive integer. Elementary combinatorial
reasoning shows that

¡,{C)-L{G)-2KHq)
+

2

KHqiq2)---+(-\y

9i.2«;9idlstinct

=

2
9l.9r

2
9!.gr;

M#?1...,r))

g i distinct

J

ä..*+1)'

+ i;9( distinct

Since fj. is translation-invariant, and since G¡Hk = Gk has order n(k), one sees that
n{Hk) = \¡n(k). Inserting this value in the above inequality, and letting r^oo,
we see that the right-hand side tends to 0, which proves the lemma.
Let us now define the Artin symbol for ramified primes. Let M and TVbe finite,
algebraic number fields, N/M Galois. Let <pbe a prime of M and p any extension
of <pto N. Then we have the exact sequence

(1) —> Up) —* DQp)—* Gal (Ñ/M) —> (1),
where
/ (p) = the inertia group at p,
D (p) = the decomposition group at p,
M (resp. TV)= the residue class field of M (resp. TV)at <p(resp. p),
6 = reduction mod p.
Let it e Gal (N/M) be the Frobenius map: tt(x) = xn*>.
Definition. The generalized Artin symbol ((NIM)lp) is the smallest union of
conjugacy classes in H=Ga\ (N/M), containing I(p)6~1(ir).
It is trivial to verify the following properties of the symbol ((N/M)lp):
Lemma 5.5. (1) ((7V/M)/p) does not depend on the choice of p. Ifp is unramified
in NjM, then ({N¡M)¡X>)coincides with the usual Artin symbol.
(2) If KcM<^N, with N ¡K and M ¡K Galois, then the restrictions of the element,

of((NIK)lp) to M are precisely the elements of((MjK)lp).
(3) p splits completely in N o ((N¡M)lp)

consists only of the identity of H.

If L is an infinite, Galois extension of K, with Galois group G, and if p is a prime
of K, then the Artin symbol {(LlK)¡p) is defined as the set of a e G such that for
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every field M such that K<=M^L, M\Kfinite and Galois, one has a\M e ((M/K)lp).
Returning to our particular field L, let us choose for each rational prime p,
and element ap contained in ((L/Q)lp). Throughout the remainder of this discussion
hold the sequence {ap}fixed.

Lemma 5.6. Let 5P be the image of ap in X. Then the sequence {öp} is ¡x'-equi-

distributed.
Proof By Proposition 5.2, it suffices to show that for x a nontrivial, irreducible
character of G, we have

1

v

TT(X)

¿?x

hm 3v¡ 2, X(ap)- °>
JC-.00

where 7r(x)=the number of rational primes ^ x. It is well known that x is a finitedimensional character of G. Let p be a representation of G having character x-

The kernel H of p is an open subgroup of G; let L0 be the fixed field of H. Then L0
is a finite, Galois extension of Q, with Galois group G0= G/H. Let x be the character
induced by x on G0. If p does not ramify in L0/Q, then

x(op)= MUIQ)Ip)).
Therefore, for all but a finite number of primes p, x(°p) coincides with the value
Xo(p) of the Artin character x(((L0/Q)lp)). It is easy to see that xo is nontrivial.

Therefore,
1

-^

1

hm zm 2, xfo) = lim ^v¡

V*

2,

xoO»)
=o

by a well-known theorem of Artin [1, p. 121]. Therefore, {öp}is it'-equidistributed.

Let sé denote the set of primes p which do not split completely in Lq for all q e S.

Lemma 5.7. pesé

oöpeC.

Proof, pe sé o ((LJQ)Ip) ¿ {eq}, eq= identity of G„ qeSoop$Hq,

qeS

oape Co5pe
C.
Combining Theorem 1, and Lemmas 5.4 and 5.7, we finally arrive at the main
theorem of this paragraph :

Theorem 5.8. Assume that Lq~=>
Q(lq¿)for almost all q e S. Then

lim %£

*-00 AT/lOgX

= x-,eo
lim ^X/lOgX = JCf ip.

Using the second assertion of Proposition 5.1 and Lemmas 5.4, 5.6, and 5.7,
we can easily establish Theorem 4. (One can also give a direct proof.)
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